THE HYPERVERSE AND THE BIRTH
OF A HIGHER CONSCIOUSNESS
From Keno Oneo, Mastermind of the Metabliss-Project

The next Epoch of human Evolution
will not be determined by the Data of Digitality,
but by the Consciousness of the User.
In the last century, Ernst Schrödinger, quantum physicist and Nobel Prize
winner, wrote:
"The unification of all consciousnesses
in one consciousness ...
because fundamentally
there is only one consciousness."
We can interpret this as follows:
 There is one Consciousness as Something, which is the raw
material from which all other forms and kinds of Consciousness
arise. This is the truth of the only one Consciousness.
 If there are diverse (countless) Consciousnesses of Something
(e.g., as objectifications of the world), then they are derivatives of
the Consciousness as Something ... i.e., formed derivatives.
 We humans have shaped and qualified our minds in the course
of some "four billion years of evolution" (LeDoux) so that we can
combine our derivatives of objectification (facts) with creativespeculative derivatives of invention (spiritual innovations).
 It may be that one day a special consciousness will develop and
activate in our Mind ... a consciousness that can enable us to
make the relations between the Consciousness as Something
and our Consciousness of Something more productive and
intelligent:
This is
a Consciousness as Mediator ...
the "autonoetic Consciousness" (Le Doux).
 This novel Consciousness as Mediator can be formed and
experienced by our Mind as
the Third.
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 This autonoetic Consciousness is "provided" by the
Consciousness as Something ... the sole raw material for all
Consciousness derivatives ... as a caring " gift ", so to speak, of
the Consciousness as Something for the human Spirit ... as an
offer to us humans for the beginning of the epoch of CoEvolution.
 But the autonoetic Consciousness only becomes a productive
Third if it is co-created by the human Consciousness (like a coin
consisting of two sides). In this respect the Third is already
accomplished Co-Evolution ... mental-intrinsic Co-Evolution.
 Now how can human Consciousness, which is an objectifying
Consciousness of Something, co-evolve the autonoetic
Consciousness, if this Consciousness cannot be objectified at
all? What kind of evolutive system will we need to be able to
shape the productive Third? This is a key question for the coming
Epoch of Co-Evolution.
The answers to this question are:
A - The co-creation of the autonoetic
Consciousness to a productive Third needs a
higher (Nagual) I, which is oriented toward
"Crossing". An I of permanent crossing of
boundaries.
The
Personal
individual
System

This is the dimension of the Teenagers
(Crossing Initiation / 2nd Defluence).
B - The co-creation of the autonoetic
Consciousness to a productive Third needs a
special 2nd Reality-Generator, whose
Dispositives are geared towards Emergence
and Contingency.
This is the dimension of the Young Adults and
the Woke-Values.
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C - The co-creation of the autonoetic
Consciousness into a productive Third needs a
"Sphere of Rhizomes" (Deleuze), in which many
experimental "streams of consciousnesses" can
autonomously evolve and unexpectedly
converge.
This is the dimension for the Calling and
Forming of unexpected probabilities.

The
Collective

D - The co-creation of the autonoetic
Consciousness into a productive Third needs a
NEW re-organization of human creativity,
through a liberation of creativity from the old cult
of genius (top-down dynamics) as well as from
the old prestige of superiority through
innovation.

Societal
System

This is the dimension of Collaborative Crossing
Creativity (CCC) ... Emergences arise in the
We-All.
In summary, the following picture results:

THE FACTORS FOR
THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE PRODUCTIVE THIRD
The personal,
individual
System

2nd Defluence
Nagual-I

Mind-Cards
of
Emergence

Crossing
Initiation

Woke
Values

METABLISS

The collective,
societal
System

Sphere of
Rhizomes

unexpected
Probabilities

Collaborative
Crossing
Creativity
WE-All

METAVERSE

The autonoetic Consciousness (whose arising is only now organizing
itself) is that " spiritual place " where we as a society can form the
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productive Third ... systematically planned, as a stable evolutive system
that enables us as humanity for Co-Evolution.
People who are fully reliant on the intelligence of the 1st Reality-Generator
(and who therefore cannot believe that we can develop a higher quality of
intelligence) will not develop mental strategies aimed at asking and
animating Creation (represented by the autonoetic consciousness):
Cognitive intelligence
is arrogant.
Much of the many and continuously increasing crises in our society have
their cause here. This is especially true with regard to the two most
dangerous crises we currently have. As a sketch:

The Ecology Crisis

better
Technologies

The DemocracyCrisis

The inability of
the 1st Reality-Generator
to recognize
its fundamental limitation

more
Solidarity

We can only develop a higher intelligence, i.e., specifically
a better future intelligence,
in cooperation with the Now of Creation. So only in that "spiritual space" (=
autonoetic Consciousness / the productive Third) in which we as Nagual
beings (= as children of Creation) are concretely cooperating with the
Nagual (Creation):
The generation of emergences
requires co-evolution.
The cognitive intelligence of the 1st Reality-Generator has no spiritual
access to the autonoetic Consciousness. And it also cannot mentally
accomplish the formation of the productive Third in any way. It follows:
 We as a society will not be able to cope with the two most
important crises ... ecology and democracy ... without the
functioning interplay of Metaverse and Metabliss in properly
system of a Hyperverse.
 Without the establishment of a Hyperverse, democracies built on
the Western values of freedom will not have a good future.
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The creativity organized by the intelligence of the 1st Reality-Generator is
... already visible ... unable to produce those inventions and technological
breakthroughs that we will require for a
progressive ecology.
The climate movement and the official environmental policy are running
into an unproductive dead end.
The same intellectual spirit is also unable to create the We-ness that we
will need to give our democracies a new and powerful spirit ... a solidarity
that is not made up of slogans, but of a truly lived We-ness.
What is going wrong in the democracies?
 Solutions to the ecological- and climate- crisis are primarily
based on concepts of sacrifice (saving) and transitional
technologies (e-cars instead of petrol cars). The more
"successful" these
emergency strategies
are, the worse the unavoidable crisis will be.
 The crisis of democracy is primarily addressed by the concept of
"return to reason and morality". This means that the elites of the
Better-Knowing are trying to force people top-down into an
artificial solidarity.
But reason is ideology.
Morality is command.
 But on this basis, one produces even more social conflicts, even
deeper (i.e., irreversible) divisions and an extremely destructive
energy of
cultural civil wars.
As a side note: If I were the dictator of China, I would do everything and
invest a lot of money to radically block and prevent the developments
towards Metaverse, Metabliss and Hyperverse (wrapped in soft power).
The EU administration in Brussels (with its anti-digital acts) is pretty fierce
in making the awakening to a new co-evolutionary spirit in the democratic
West impossible or so distorted that it becomes powerless ... cowardly ...
unproductive.
The blockades of the upper power elites are officially aimed at liberating
the social spirit from fake, hate and data abuse. There is absolutely
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nothing wrong with this objective. But it runs with open (or closed) eyes
past the essential.
What is the real thing? What is it actually about?
 It is about freeing our consciousness from the dominance of the
1st Reality-Generator.
 It is about the continuous making of the productive third ...
conjointly created by the human consciousness and the Now of
Creation (Nagual).
A "Society of Creation" is a society that creates its futures through CoEvolution. So predominantly by a higher placed Future-Intelligence, which
is able to generate
Emergences through Contingencies.
The all-important question is therefore:
Are we able
to establish that Noeteric-Consciousness that,
together with
the autonoetic-Consciousness,
will establish Inclusive-Fitness?
The following overview outlines these aspects:
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CONSCIOUSNESS AS THE FUTURE-ATTRACTOR
The Co-Creation
of the autonoetic
Consciousness
Interfusion

METABLISS

The
productive
Third

METAVERSE

NoetericConsciousness

Society
of
Creation
Ecology

better
FutureIntelligence
Inclusive
Fitness

Climate

Better
Spirit of
Democracy
Solidarity
WE-ness

Co-Evolution

Without Metaverse, Metabliss and Hyperverse we will not be able to
develop this Noeteric-Consciousness. And all the 1st Reality Generator's
intellectual strategies will not. This is the concealed drama of our culture.
Our culture is still based on processing and creatively coding our
Fear of Contingency.
In particular during the 1st Axial-Age and until today, this culture has
developed and continuously qualified as follows:
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 At first, the survival program dominated
The Spirit of Archaic
 Linked to this were Myths as collective explanatory
Narratives and later additional experiential Models of the
Spiritual
The Spirit of Mysticism
 On this basis, today's dominant 1st Reality-Generator
established itself ... starting with the Renaissance.
The spirit of Rationality and Cognition
Our culture is thus a mixed program of Archaic, Mysticism and Rationality.
On this basis, the decisive Fear of Contingency could qualify itself better
and better:
The "Zone of Conversion"
established itself in the brain.
"Conversion" means the relatively perfect transformation of worldly
external events into an "affect logic" (Ciompi) that helps the person's mind
master the "dangerous of the world" (the Risk).
By this our prudence for the reduction of dangers developed, as an
essential part of our present intelligence.
Now if the world we are making (through the creative productivity of our
progress) turns more and more into a new kind of danger, namely through
 increasing Complexity
The new
Reality

 increasing Acceleration
 increasing Contingency

then the "zone of conversion" neuronally programmed for risk reduction
begins to fail.
We need a consciousness for the emergence of the new reality, which is
largely identical with the factors of this reality ... identical, in order to be
able to cooperate on the same level and in the same dynamics. This
means:
 We need a 2nd Reality-Generator that can operationalize the
"Zone of Emergence".
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 We need a 2nd Reality-Generator that succeeds in forming a
Consciousness for a better Future-Intelligence out of
Complexity, Acceleration and Contingency.
The 1st reality generator is based on what Kant described in the concept
of reason as follows: We need a meaningful, higher order, in which all
phenomena and events of the world can be classified as far as possible:
Danger Reduction
through
Order Schemes

Zone
of
Conversion

Our brain has also physiologically organized itself in such a way that we
can comply with this scheme. The power of better-knowledge, which is
integrated in the " Epoch of Theory " (Joas), is the enforcement-instrument
for this scheme of order, which in the end is aimed at excluding
Contingency.
Now, when the new reality ... that is, the increase of Complexity,
Acceleration and Contingency ... begins to dominate, the following
happens:
A permanent de-ordering
becomes a productive factor,
based on breakings
and spontaneous transitions.
From this follows:
The scheme of
the illogical Rhizome
begins to replace
the scheme of the clever order.
Looking at the Rhizome in its inner dynamics, one comes across a
description by Deleuze, the most important theorist of the Rhizome. He
defines the rhizome as a novel " Formula of Evolution." In "Difference and
Repetition" (2007), he describes the following:
"The more complex a system is,
the more specific
implication values appear in it."
The process of this appearance of new " Streams of Consciousness"
(implications) from Complexity, Acceleration, and Contingency is Magic ...
a modern, co-evolutionary Magic.
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Accordingly, Deleuze speaks of a coming " Shamanization of the human
spirit."
The inventory for this Magic and Shamanization can be outlined as
follows:
 That which used to be "danger" ... meaning Complexity,
Acceleration and Contingency ... is increasingly becoming
the Source of a new kind of Future-Intelligence.
 The scheme of clever order, hierarchically arranged
upwards, is replaced by a dynamic of the fractal rhizome.
 The philosophy of representation loses its formative power.
The awakening of the unforeseeable through Nowness gets
more and more formative spiritual power.
 Rhizomes do not function in a Top-Down way. Rhizomes do
not obey intellectual power. Rhizomes can only function
collectively and in open multi-networked constellations (i.e.,
best in digital systems):
Rhizomes need the We-All ...
the spiritual Power of We-ness
that is alive in digital systems.
Because of these transformations, the coming "Society of Creation" will be
a society that has to cope with the following changes:
 The hitherto supporting system of our culture, which has
been organized in a distinctly elitist and Top-Down way, will
be relegated to the second row:
The Great-Rhizome of
fluctuating Rhizomes
generates and controls the novel ...
Emergence-focused ... Future-Intelligence.
 The so far dominating 1st Reality-Generator will
successively develop into the "helpful partner" of the new
2nd Reality-Generator:
The 2nd Reality-Generator
will evoke those
qualities of Consciousness
which the 1st Reality-Generator
will subsequently transform into worldly forms:
The 1st Reality-Generator will lose its dominance.
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In addition, a "Society of Creation" needs the establishment of another
Tension. Sloterdijk has described two diverging societal tensions: "the
Vertical-Tension and the Horizontal-Tension." He sees our post-modern
Society on the way to the Horizontal-Tension. This is certainly true:
The Emergence of
the Horizontal-Tension
is eroding the
hierarchically structured Vertical-Tension.
This enables the Spirit of Society
to gradually free itself from
the Power of better-knowledge.
But this is only the first stage of the transformations. The next stage will be
to build a rhizomatic decentralized Tension on the basis of the HorizontalTension. As a sketch for the overview:

The Great-Rhizome
of the fluctuating
Rhizomes
permanent production
of conditions and impulses
("implications" / Deleuze) for the selfcreation (autopoiesis)
of surprising (contingent)
"Streams of Consciousness".

DecentralizedTension
Fractal
Transitions
as a
Continuum

A creative Illogic
organizes the
Calling and Forming
of unplannable Probabilities

The establishment and "nurturing" of the Great-Rhizome is a prerequisite
for the functioning of a "Society of Creation" and at the same time for the
development of an Inclusive-Fitness ... i.e., an Intelligence, which is
geared to permanently shape the Collective-Consciousness of a Society
as an inner Progress.
Inclusive-Fitness is based on a special Consciousness, which is able to
organize the collective Consciousness of the Society as a "flowing
Evolution" ... as a transversal, i.e., permanently transcending Intelligence:
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Spontaneous Truths ...
organized through breaks
and transitions.
Our previous learning scheme "one becomes wise through harm", through
which the negative becomes the cause to change positively, will
successively dissolve:
If we keep
the old learning schemes
in the new worldly Reality
of daily Contingencies,
we will not learn the Intelligence
and Care of the Nagual,
but will become more and more
accomplices of unsolvable problems.
The establishment of a "Sphere of Rhizomes" (Deleuze) is the basis for a
"Society of Creation" that shapes its futures through Co-Evolution, and that
makes the Betterment of the Futures the Source of a better Present.
For such a "Sphere of Rhizomes" to function in the larger play, the
following conditions must be fulfilled:
1. the establishment of Metaverse
as a system that can combine open, i.e., extremely decentralized,
networking with illogical, spiritual spontaneities in the context of a
stimulating "reality mix" (VR / AR / IR). Keyword: Staging Creator.
2. the establishment of Metabliss
as a system that permanently qualifies the quality of creative inputs
brought by people into the digital "Sphere of Rhizomes" in which those
inputs are not based on education and knowledge or social status, but
on two crucial variables:
1. a Nagual-I
CreationGenerator

2. a Set of
Mind-Cards for
Emergences

2nd Defluence
2nd RealityGenerator

In this sense the system of Metabliss is the permanent
Evolution-Engine for the digital System of the Sphere of
Rhizomes of Metaverse.
If Metaverse and Metabliss are well cooperating in a system which can be
called " Hyperverse " ... which includes the special conception of an
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Operating System of Interfusions,
the tradition which has formed the inner core of the "Epoch of Theory" up
to now ... focused on knowledge and knowing better, will dissolve.
According to Paul Feyerabend's analyses, this inner core of Theory
consists of the following 3 ... as he elaborates ... erroneous postulates,
which he calls "Traditions":
1 It supposedly "depends on solving problems." The
world predominantly consists of problems.
2 For all problems, there is always a more or less
"unique method of solving problems."
3 There are special problems which are separated from
the normal problems ... these are the "Problems of
Life".
These problems are independent of the Traditions of
the Society. They remain unsolved and private.
These 3 "traditions" very fundamentally shape the worldly Intrinsics of the
People. This worldly Intrinsic is thereby programmed on concrete world
problems. The so-called "Problems of Life" are excluded side-topics ...
private matter. What follows from this?


The conditioning of the mind is principally wrongly
organized. This conditioning asserts:
Only then,
when the "Problems of Life"
are resolved, the I can become happy.
Only when
the personal world
is reasonably in order
Life does get its meaning.



Happiness and Meaning become Echo-Effects of
these three "traditions" ... i.e., they become
downstream of rational-cognitive problem-solving
strategies. Rational Logic is declared to be the creator
of Happiness and Meaning.



But a reversal of this conception would be urgently
needed in the present phase of transformation. As a
sketch:
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THE CHANGE OF MIND CONDITIONING
Logic
today

The Concept
of Modernity

Problem

"The Epoch
of Theory"
(Joas)

The Concept
of
Co-Evolution

The
happy-I

Society
of Creation

Purpose
Mind-Cards

The 1st and 2nd
RealityGenerator
in Interaction

Happiness
and
Meaning
secondary
Echo-Effects

primary
Focus
for the
Mind

The 1st RealityGenerator

tomorrow

Problem
-Solution

co-evolutionary
Consciousness

primary
Focus
for the
Mind

personal /
collective

NEW
FutureIntelligenc
e

primary
Resultant
and
mental Fitness

The formerly private ... i.e., also the intrinsic Problems of Life ... are
differently coded in the concept of co-evolution:
The Personal and Private
becomes the key factor
for co-evolutionary Consciousness.
No more
secondary Echo Effect.
The 2 big Mega-Trends of our time, namely.
CrossingInitiation

Teenager / Social Media

WokeValues

societal Pioneers

shape from this point of view the 1st Stage of our Society on its way to the
Establishment of a 2nd Reality-Generator.
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A "Society of Creation" no longer divides into primary effects and
secondary effects:
A "Society of Creation"
only knows primary effects.
When the mind-focus is set on the Happy-I and on powerful PurposeCards, primary resultants arise, which develop the mind that enables us to
a new kind of
Future-Intelligence.
As conclusions:
 When human intelligence is programmed for "problem solving,"
the personal-private becomes the victim of life. Suffering is the
result.
 But: If one programs the human intelligence to the "Happy-I" and
to "meaningful Life", the intelligence is transformed "upwards". A
new kind of Future-Intelligence is created.
However, this new kind of Future-Intelligence will only be able to unfold in
our society when society develops a special Consciousness for the central
role and for the productive function of Consciousness. It follows:
We need a Meta-Consciousness ...
a Consciousness for
the Qualification of our Consciousness.
Why? The Meta-Consciousness cannot be developed through the 1st
Reality-Generator...that is, through Rationality, Cognition and Thinking
Logic....
The Meta-Consciousness needs an independent way for its development.
There are two postulates which become important for this way:
 The Intrinsic-Private should no longer be a marginalized Echo
Effect.
 Consciousness should no longer be a Zero Factor ... that is, a
factor that fundamentally dissolves itself in the mental
objectifications of the world.
What is needed is to activate and unite Consciousness and the IntrinsicPrivate into a Meta-Consciousness. This Meta-Consciousness will be the
basis for the development of our new kind of Future-Intelligence.
So, the question arises as to which authority could exist in our society that
can consciously organize this fusion of consciousness and the intrinsically
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private independently of the 1st reality generator ... comprehensively. The
answer is:
It will be the Effect-Unit
of Metaverse and Metabliss ...
thus, the Hyperverse.
We need the Hyperverse. The faster, the better.
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